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US EAST-WEST PROVINCE – WEST REGION
On June 22, 1969, Julie Billiart was canonized by Pope Paul VI at St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.

Fifty years to the day later, Sisters, Associates, Notre Dame Mission Volunteers, students, former members and friends and representatives from Notre Dame schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, clinics, education centers, and parishes in all parts of the Notre Dame world gathered to celebrate this joyous occasion.

Julie reminded her Sisters to have “hearts wide as the world,” and that “a Sister of Notre Dame should be at home anywhere.”

Could she ever have envisaged the map of today’s Notre Dame de Namur world where Sisters serve on five continents, reaching out to people “in the most abandoned places,” where Sisters focus on education especially for and on behalf of those made poor in a world marked by divisions and inequalities?

On the cover: A large tapestry showing St. Julie hung above the main doors of St. Peter’s Basilica during the time of her canonization, and it is now housed in Namur, Belgium. The design for the tapestry was created by artist Alfovino Missori.
Highlights of St. Julie’s Very Full Life

✦ Marie Rose Julie Billiart, born in Cuvilly, France, in 1751, began teaching children about God’s goodness at an early age.

✦ Though crippled by paralysis at the age of 22, and with her life repeatedly threatened during the French Revolution, she kept an unshakeable confidence in God.

✦ On February 2, 1804, she, along with her beloved friend, Françoise Blin de Bourdon, began the community of the Sisters of Notre Dame, dedicated to the education of young girls with a special care for the poor. They envisioned making known God’s goodness, serving anywhere there was a need.

✦ Julie died just 12 years later, but after her death, three miracles attributed to her intervention were documented, and the Church declared her Blessed in 1906. Her life has inspired thousands of people across the world.

✦ In canonizing her, the Church officially recognized that Julie’s life and spirit is an important gift to be shared with the entire Church.

“A Personal Memory of the Canonization

“It was the day before the canonization, between four and five in the afternoon. Those of us in Rome got in a bus and we were driven to St. Peter’s Square. We were coming up the boulevard, ‘rounding the corner before the Square, and I saw the tapestry [front cover]...and I just burst into tears—because there was our St. Julie, her picture hanging in front of the Basilica….our humble peasant foundress, there for the whole world! It was just remarkable, and I still cry when I think of it.”

– Sr. Jeanne (Marguerite) Sullivan, SNDdeN

Interested in learning more about St. Julie?
Read Woman of Courage by Sr. Roseanne Murphy, SNDdeN

St. Julie saw teaching as the “greatest work on earth.”
St. Julie’s Spirit is Alive and Well!

Sister Barbara (Anthony) Hamm

Adventurous, a Traveler to SNDdeN Places... and still dancing

Nothing ever dampened Sr. Barbara’s joy in meeting people, traveling or serving in a variety of ministries. As principal and as a parish minister, she especially relished her interaction with parents and parishioners. Having learned to dance almost before she could walk, she still dances with her cane down the halls of Mercy Retirement & Care Center in Oakland.

“Sr. Barbara is a woman of simplicity, integrity, and humor with a straightforward approach to life. I look up to her as a mentor.” – Georgia Ladd, friend

Sister Aileen (Aileen Marie) Bermingham

Wise, Caring, a Devoted Aunt... and a good listener

As a young Sister and new teacher, Sr. Aileen loved her fifth-grade class at Moreland Notre Dame School in Watsonville, and later, her middle-grade and high school students. When she was chosen to be the Provincial Superior of the California Province, she felt blessed to observe first-hand the Sisters’ goodness in their many ministries. Today she still assists Sisters and staff at the Province Center.

“Sr. Aileen has been one of the great influencers of my life... her gift of laughter is positively infectious.” – JoAnn Shaw, former student

Sister Avelina (Guadalupe Julie) Garcia

Sees the Good in Others, a Heart for the Poor... and such a welcoming smile

Her grandmother’s faith, devotion and hard work was a model for Sister’s contributions as cook, housekeeper and nurse in large SNDdeN communities. A chance to earn a master’s degree in religious education opened up many new opportunities to work with Spanish-speaking parishioners in rural areas. Sr. Avelina now enjoys creating art with others at Mercy Retirement & Care Center in Oakland.

“Her open heart is as beautiful as the art she creates...” – Stella Reece, friend

To read more about our Jubilarians, visit www.snddenwest.org
Her vision lives on in these Jubilarians who have reflected the goodness of God for 75, 70, and 60 years in Notre Dame.

Sister Teresa Ann Leahy

Fun-Loving, Wise, a Gentle Presence... and she loves dogs

A Notre Dame San Jose graduate, Sr. Teresa Ann brought together her love of God, concern for the poor, and her talents as a teacher and administrator into all of her 70 years as a Sister. With a gentle, warm, family-friendly approach, she taught in California and Oregon elementary schools before serving for the past forty years (!) at Moreland Notre Dame in Watsonville – as teacher, principal and now volunteer in the school and the parish.

“She is a real outdoors woman, and is very much loved by her nieces, nephews and their children.” – Elizabeth Leahy, sister-in-law

Sister Celeste (Marie Celeste) Pagliarulo

Always Ready to Help, Open to New Possibilities... and an accomplished quilter

Sr. Celeste was a teacher in California, Oregon and Hawaii for many years and later, librarian at Moreland Notre Dame School in Watsonville. She has also been recognized for her research and articles about the Carmel Mission and its curator, Harry Downie. Her research was important in the historical preservation of the Mission. A favorite assignment? Serving at the SNDdeN Generalate in Rome, and learning to navigate the Italian ways as well as the language.

“A splendid lady, a role model for living one’s life for others. She is always generous with her time and encouragement.” – Joseph A. Carotenuti, historian/author

Sister Cecilia Wallace

Kind, Fun-Loving, Unruffled... and always with a twinkle in her eye

Sr. Cecilia was a beloved teacher of elementary school children in California, Oregon and Washington, a principal that both faculty and students enjoyed being with, and a well-loved administrator at Notre Dame Villa Retirement Center in Saratoga. Able to stay calm in the midst of all kinds of challenging situations, she continues to inspire others to trust God and her Notre Dame de Namur community to work things out.

“She taught me to be attentive to one student at a time and to let each one know that he or she is a special part of the Notre Dame community.” – Rita Gleason, one of Sr. Cecilia’s first grade students
Sister Anne (Mary Terence) Locke

A ‘Why Not?’ Attitude, Creative... and once played against the Harlem Globetrotters

A graduate of Notre Dame High School, Alameda, Sr. Anne Locke did not pursue a career in medicine as she had originally intended, but she did become a healer and helper in many ways. Whether teaching science in San Jose, assisting adults at Catholic Charities, finding work situations for students at Cristo Rey School in Sacramento, or working in homeless shelters, Sr. Anne has found meaning in giving generously of her energy and talents.

“No matter where Anne’s assignments take her, her focus on educating children and caring for marginalized individuals never changes.” – Bill Locke, brother

Sr. Anne Locke with siblings Terry, Mimi and Bill.

Sister Georgianna Coonis

An Encourager of Young People and Their Dreams... and she loves Disneyland

‘Georgi’ felt at home with the Sisters from the time she was a first grader at St. Columbkille School in Los Angeles. As Sr. Georgianna, she enjoyed the children she worked with in California and Hawaii schools – both as a teacher and as a principal. As Director of the “I Have a Dream” program in Menlo Park, she lovingly supported teenagers to overcome serious challenges in order to graduate, not only from high school, but from college as well.

“Sister was one of the biggest inspirations in my life. How blessed I am for the love she gave me in the eighth grade.” – Flavio Fernandez

Former members Diane Morey and Marylou Beban at the Jubilee celebration with Sr. Georgi.
Sister ElizaBeth (Peter Marie) Plesche

Adaptable, Creative, Caring... and always so hospitable!
A graduate of Palma High School in Salinas, Sister Beth loved making joyful beginnings for first graders and kindergartener's in inner-city Los Angeles and at Most Holy Trinity School in San Jose -- for more than 50 years! Creative in and out of the classroom, she can always make time to share fruits and vegetables from her garden, host a barbecue, and be available to help in countless ways.

“Her passion for women's rights and working on behalf of the poor is inspiring! I love her enthusiasm and no-nonsense approach.”
– Marie Annette Burkart, SNDdeN, friend

Sisters and friends from San Jose and Los Angeles add to the occasion.

Sister Jean (Mary Jean) Stoner

Mission-Oriented, Reflective, Leaderly... and with a sense of humor
So good in such a wide variety of ministries! A graduate of Notre Dame High School, Alameda, Sr. Jean taught second grade and high school math, served as a high school principal and is now the chair of the NDNU Board of Trustees. She was sent to help Sisters in Africa and Latin America plan their future financial needs, and she represented the Sisters at the UN for several years! In-between, Sr. Jean enjoys creative times with friends and her three sisters and their families.

“She has responded without fanfare or flourish, out in front as well as behind the scenes, to requests for her services.”
– Irene Cullen, RSCJ, friend

To read and see more about the Sisters, go to www.snddenwest.org
You can also add your own memories and Jubilee wishes for them.

Family and friends celebrate with Sr. Jean.
Meet Our New Notre Dame Associates

Sabrina Harper

“I believe that Association will nurture and support my future endeavors and open doors for new ministry opportunities where I can spread St. Julie’s message, ‘God is good!’”

• Pastoral Associate/Operations Manager at St. Mathias Church in Redwood City
• Studying for an MA in U.S. History, Sabrina is interested in the intersection of religion, race, politics and women’s issues
• Daughter of Associate Marie Felix

Suzanne Kay

“What do I hope for? That my relationship with the other women involved deepens, and that I am able to use my gifts to help others.”

• A leader of weekly Christian meditation groups and gentle yoga classes
• With a special care for refugees, she has worked with Catholic Charities to help with family resettlements
• Suzanne is grateful to her aunt, Sr. Mavourneen McGinty, SNDdeN, for introducing her to “a sisterhood based on our Good God.”

Christine Madrigal

“The friendships formed with the Sisters and Associates will create a network of support. It’s a blessing to have a lifetime bond with these amazing women.”

• From pre-school through graduate school, the SNDdeNs and St. Julie have been part of Christine’s education
• She enjoys working with colleagues, students, parents and alums at NDHS Belmont
• Grateful to her parents who provided educational opportunities for her and her four siblings

Gina Malanca

“I am excited to start this new chapter of my life, and feel honored to be part of a group of like-minded women who are following St. Julie’s focus and dedication.”

• As Operations Manager for St. Denis Parish, Menlo Park, she enjoys interacting with parishioners and visitors
• A wife and mother, she worked in the medical field for many years
• Gina loves classical music and musical theatre, and enjoys growing her own fruits and vegetables
Our new Associates join 450 Associates worldwide, who partner with the Sisters in the Notre Dame de Namur.

Rebecca Marquez

“My hope is to incorporate my faith, the word of God and St. Julie into my work and my everyday life.”

- A recent graduate from the Counseling Psychology program at Santa Clara University
- Working now with marginalized and at-risk youth who suffer from trauma and high-risk behaviors
- Rebecca credits her aunt, Sr. Jean Stoner, SNDdeN, with influencing her to blend her faith with her work

Jan Rhoades

“I hope to continue being involved with the Notre Dame community, helping others and trusting that God will guide me in this direction.”

- Recently widowed after 30 years of marriage, Jan has two daughters
- Now retired after working as a nurse for many years, and then at a law library
- She served as a Eucharistic Minister for several years with the NDNU Chapel Community

Annie Schweibinz

“I am drawn to the charism of St. Julie, the Hallmarks and the ongoing Notre Dame focus of social justice and Peace.”

- As the manager of an afterschool center for the San Carlos School District, she loves seeing children learn and explore each day
- Annie came to know the Sisters and Associates while an undergrad at NDNU
- Loves learning about the Sisters’ educational and social justice work

Interested in becoming a Notre Dame Associate?
Contact Shyrl McCormick (shyrlmc@comcast.net) or Joan Rossi (jrossi@ndnu.edu).
Dear Notre Dame Friends and Benefactors,

YOU, like the Sisters, are a vital part of St. Julie’s legacy. Your friendship and support are helping to extend that legacy in concrete ways – in our own country and in many places in Africa and Latin America – enabling others to experience God’s goodness in their lives.

WITH our never-ending GRATITUDE and prayers for you,

Development Director
On behalf of the Sisters

Are you planning to remember the Sisters in your will or trust?
You will be in very good company with other special Notre Dame graduates!

Jane Dabovich built life-long memories and friendships with the Sisters and classmates during her years at Notre Dame San Francisco. As a devoted alum, she rarely missed the annual Mass and Luncheon.

Delia Woodhouse Foster and her sister, Eileen “Toss” Woodhouse, loved telling stories of the good, sometimes funny, but all happy times they had with friends at NDSF.

Both Jane and Delia valued the Notre Dame education that prepared Jane to become a bookkeeper and to serve in the Coast Guard during WWII – and Delia to become an astute business woman in San Francisco.

We learned recently that both Jane and Delia had generously remembered our Sisters in their trusts.

We are so grateful to Jane Dabovich and to Delia Foster for their very generous bequests to the Sisters.

To learn more about leaving a legacy that includes the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur, visit www.snddeneastwest.plannedgiving.org or contact Monica May, Development Director – monica.may@sndden.org or 650-486-2177.

Jane Dabovich, NDSF 1938

Delia Woodhouse Foster, NDSF 1933

Dear Notre Dame Friends and Benefactors,

YOU, like the Sisters, are a vital part of St. Julie’s legacy. Your friendship and support are helping to extend that legacy in concrete ways – in our own country and in many places in Africa and Latin America – enabling others to experience God’s goodness in their lives.

WITH our never-ending GRATITUDE and prayers for you,

Development Director
On behalf of the Sisters
We are grateful to the following generous friends who have let us know that they are remembering the Sisters of Notre Dame in their estate plans. These legacies will ensure the continuing work for the Sisters and the care of our elderly and infirm Sisters.

Karen Albertus*
Donald Allari*
Irene Andersen*
Janet Atkins*
Dorothy Banker*
Carolyn Becker*
Claire Blohm*
Melinda Bollinger*
Teo and Del Bumgardner*
Mary Lenahan Cea*
Libby and Paul Conrado*

Bequests
These Notre Dame friends remembered the Sisters even beyond their lifetimes. May they be blessed forever for their care and generosity.

Thomas R. Bettencourt Living Trust*
Celeste Golden*

Circle of Blessings
We are especially grateful to donors who made gifts of $10,000 and more for the fiscal year.

Thomas R. Bettencourt Living Trust*
Bob and Marie Gallo*
Celeste Golden*
Notre Dame Alumnae Association-SF*
Henry J. Thierry*
Norm Serra

Leadership Circle
We are grateful to the following individuals and organizations who have made a significant contribution to the Sisters by giving between $5,000 and $9,999 during this fiscal year.

Marlene DeNardo*
Lynn and Frank Gurnee*
Harmon Foundation
Beatrice and Walter Heintz*
Patricia Maguire*
Mike Maloney
Muller Family Foundation*
Peg and Lon Normandin*
Propagation of the Faith - LA*
Gary and Kathleen Rogers Family Foundation*
Carolyn and William Winter

* With special appreciation to contributors for 10 years or longer
♥ Contributor to Giving Tuesday 2018
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR BENEFACCTORS

St. Julie Billiart Circle
Named after the foundress of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur, this Circle acknowledges those donors who have given between $1,000 and $4,999 during this fiscal year.

Anonymous
Mary Conlon-Almassy
and Stephen Almassy*•
Irene Andersen*•
Rodney Atchison*•
Rose Beall*•
Shirley Boden*•
MaryAnn and Bill Brown*•
Mary Ellen and Arnold Bruni*•
Jeanette and John Buege*•
Mary Chaves*•
Sharon and Kirch DeMartini*
The Janice Byrne Edminster Memorial Fund*
Mary Espinoza*•
Lillian Ferrando*
Dr. Anthony Fisher*
Rose Flahavan*•
Patricia Foley*•
Mary and Marty Fox
Marcia and Tom Fulham*•
Libby and Roger Hagman*
Denise and Frank Hannig
Anne Hannigan*•
Alena Kosevic*•
Irene Lawler*•
Laura Liccardo*•
Janet and William Locke*•
Ellen and John Mahon*•
Joanne Martin*•
James Matthews*•
C. H. McCully*•
Suzanne and Andrew Miller
Cecilia Montana
Jean Moore
Dorothy O’Dwyer*•
Al O’Dea*•
Giselle Parry*•
Dolores and Robert Pia*•
Propagation of the Faith - SF*
Christina Sciammas*•
Evelyn and Gordon Seely*•
Kathleen Shields*•
Adrienne Krause and C. Michael Smith*
Pamela Stoner and Elias Blawie*•
Ronald and Joyce Thibault*
Roseanna Torretto*•
Dan Vrooman*•
Mildred and Joseph Washington*•
Dede Waters-Masters*•
Mary-Kevin and David Willey

Mother St. Joseph Circle
Named after the co-foundress of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur, this Circle acknowledges those donors who have given between $500 and $999 during this fiscal year.

Anonymous
Gino Altamura*•
Mary and Robert Anderson*•
Marlene and John Arnold*•
Twyla Ayarbe
Deborah Baker*•
Lisa Baker*•
Kathleen Barbera-Keen*•
Chenna Bonequi*•
Catherine Bonnici*•
Belton and John Paul Brennan*
Monica and Frank Bumb*•
Susanna Davila
Norine Degregori*•
Jane Eaves*•
Marni and Steve Engh
Diana Enriquez-Field
Claudia French*•
Lawrence Gardepe
Mary Ann and John Cherini*
Susan and Robert Graham*
Judith Greig*
Marguerite Hill*
Nancy and Neva Hogan*
Kathy and Paul Hough*
Janice Joyer
Priya Kamath
Mary Pat and Ed Kanzaki*•
The Keenan Family Trust
Anne and Peter Kimball*
Matthew Layton
Charles and Justine Lynch
Monica May*•

Friends of Sisters of Notre Dame
We are grateful to these donors who have given between $1 and $499 during this fiscal year.

Robert Adams III*•
Martha Adriasola*
Alexander Agopovich and Joseph Ravicini Jr.
Susan Albert
Beverly Schell Alles
Caridad Alexander
Kathleen Allen
Shirley Ambro*•
Noris and Douglas Anderson*•
Carolyn Anderson*•
Sandra and Richard Anderson*•
Lisa and Steven Anderson*•
Anne and Rodney Andrade*•
Maria Andrews
Patricia Andrews
Linda Angin*•
Lana Nikonova
Apprenrodt
Dr. Marsha Armstrong*•
Philemona Arriego*•
Mary Arrington*•
Doris and Robert Arrington*•
Louise and Edmund Bacigalupi*•
Ann Backovich*•
Barbara Balke*•
Marni and John Balletto*•
Walter Bankovitch*•
Rose and Marion Barich*•
Dorothy Barnes*•
Sharon and Keith Barnes*•
Yvonne Barros*•
Janine Faye Bates*•
Mary Elise Baumann*•
Eileen Beamer
Rita Beamish and Paul Costello*•
Patricia Edel Beck and Fred Beck*•
Kimberly and Andy Bedell
Rita Ann Beguhl
Theresa Beguhl
Lucy Beiden*•
Angele and Berton Belton*•
Marie and James Berry*•
Kristi and Bryan Berryessa
Lillian and Hugh Berryman*
Rachael Bertone*•
Martha and Bill Beshore
Jan and Garry Beutler
Maureen and Philip Bianco*•
Martha and Robert Billbrey*
Sarah Birmingham

Sr. Helen (Thomas Julie) Dungan celebrated her 100th birthday in October, 2019. With her is Jean Howe, Community Coordinator for the Province Center.
With special appreciation to contributors for 10 years or longer

Mary and Richard
Calderon*
Maureen Caldwell*♥
California Water Service
Group
Virginia and Paul Calleja*
Shirley and Fred Callesen*
Mary Campion*
Gail and Peter Carcione*
James Carlin
Patricia Carlson*
Mary Clare Caron*
Carmel and Donald
Carpenter*
Gregory Carrasco*
Elvira and Patrick Carroll
Mary and Paul Casalegno*
Claire and John Casey*
Charlene and Lawrence
Castelli*
Joanne Cattaneo*
Mary Lenahan Ceo*
Dolores and James Centis*
Mary and Diego Cerda*
Rosa Maria Chacon*
Susan and Dennis
Chaconas
Jane Chambers
Mary and Andrew Chan
Alice Chesni*
Pegi and John Chesney*
Barbara Chiari*
Sool and Key Choi
Margaret Christian*
Emma and Angelo
Ciardelli*
Renee and Joe Ciriello
Ellen and William Clark
Madeline and Henry
Clarke*
Helen and Norman Cobb*
Christine and Michael
Cobillas
Mary Ellen Coffelt
Mary Lou and Bob Coffelt*
Maya and Steve Cohn
Mary Kay Coleman-Niklaus
and Calvin Niklaus*
Sharon and James Coles*
Kathleen Coles*
Julia Collins
Ida and Harry Collins*
Ann Comer♥
Hannah Comiskey*
Rosanne and Robert
Comptello*
Kim and Paul Corbell*
Lucille and Robert Corcel*
Camielle Cordero
Michele Corey*
Barbara Cosgrove*
Manuel Costa*
AV Coyle*
Mary Cranston*
Mary and Jamie Cravalho*
Patricia Crilly
Mimi Crompton
Diana Cull
Maria Cullinan
Chris Cunnie
Francine and Michael
Cunnie*
Shelia and James Cunnie*
Fran and John Cunning
Therese and Rick Curotto
Benita Da Silva
Phyllis Daney
Kathleen Danzey-Cohen*
Donna and Frank Darst
Mary Ann and James L.
Davis*
Leilani and Edwin Davis
Sandra and Eugene De
Michele*
Dr. Sharon De Wit
Maureen and Richard
DeBolt
Sara and Manuel Debono*
Oliver Deegan♥
Carol Defeo
Diana Demetrulias
Mary Deos*
Barbara Deuel♥
Dora and Fred Devilliers*
Elsie and Murray Dill*
Margot Dilts*♥
Audre Dioli*
Dolores Dolan*
Barbara Donnelly♥
Joanne Donovan*
Angela Donovan*
Lynn and William Dorland*
Diane and Robert
Dorrcott*
Charlotte Doudeil*
Colleen Dougherty*
Dennis Dow and Lyn
Wymanc
Rosalie Doyle*
Patricia and Thomas
Doyle*
Martha and Richard
Drendell
Sandra and Jere Driscoll
Antoinette and Jack
Drucker*
Fran and Fred Ducey*
Mary Kate and Ward
Dugan-Hallock*
Madelyn Duke*
Beth Durant
Barbara and David
Earnest*
Rose Edel*♥
Anne Ehret*
Diane and Charlie
Eichhorn♥
Mirella and Sebastiao
Eiras*
Rose Ann and Thomas
Ellis*
Teresa and Eugene Eng*
Katheryne Erigero*
Rosalie Eskew♥
Carol Esparza
Dolores Evans
Tom Everett
Marie and Leonard Farano
Anne and Thomas Farrell*
Carolyn and Michael Fehr
Philip and Bobby Feiner*
Marie Felix*
Patricia Feltin
Barbara Ferber♥
Douglas Ferguson
Kathy Ferguson*
Joan and Stephen Ferrari
Janet and David Ferree*
Charlene and Augustus
Fietta*
Pat Filice*
Betty and Robert Fischer*
Robyn and Ronald
Fitzgerald*♥
Rita Fleshman
Theresa Flores*
Carol and Roger Flores
Janet Fortuna♥
Bonnie and Jim Fox*
Dorothy Frank*
Mary Frantin*
JoAnn and John Fraser♥
Linda and Peter
Frederiksen*
Mary and Mike Friedrich*
Arlene and Michael Fukawa
James Fultur
Kathleen Futsa*
Pablo Galindo*
Jan Gallagher*
Maureen Gallagher
Cleta Gallo*
Mary Gamble*
Susana Garcia
Carolina Garcia-Cervantez*
Mary Lou and Clifford
Gardner*
Juliana and Salvadore
Gargone*
Mary Garrison
Gaynor Family Trust
Carol and Agerinos
Gelatos*♥
Carol and Edward George*
Barbara Gewecke*
Lorene Giansiracusa*
Carole and Robert
Gianuario*♥
Gale and Thomas Gibbons*
Jannae and Ronald Gill*
Nannette and Terrence
Gioni*♥
Jan and Ray Giordano*♥
Celeste and John Gisla♥
Rita Gleason*
Judith Goff Roveda*
Louise Goicoechea*
Joan Gomersall*
Rita Goff*
Eloise Gomez
Jeanette and Marcus
Gonzales*
Monica Gonzales
Margo Gorini
Suzanne and Bryce
Graybill*
Beverly Gennari*
Janice Greppi*
Barbara Guevara*
Coro Jo Gussenhoven
Mary and Roger Haack
Doug Haigh
John Michael Haines*
Olivia and Daniel Haley*
Kathleen and Roy Hallott
Susan Hallisy*
Randy and Kathryn
Hamilton
Irene and James
Hannauer*♥
Margaret Ford Harmon*
Gloria Haro♥
Karen Harris*
Kate and David Hartzell*
Patricia and Thomas
Hastings*♥
Jo Ann and Fred Hawley*
Elizabeth Hawley*♥
Nancy and Frank Hegarty*
Glencye-Lee Heiner*
Annmarie Hendryx*
Geralyn and Bob
Hennerssy*
Mary Henrique*♥
Karen E. Henzi*♥
Dr. Sarah Herbert*
Hortensia Hernandez
Karen and Vernon Herr*
Paula Hider
Esther Hilferty♥
Jonathan Hinman
Don Hoban
Dennis Hobby*♥
Suzanne Hockel*♥
Carol Hockenbury

70-year Jubilarian Teresa Ann Leahy, SNDDeN (in front wearing red) celebrated with her family and friends.

* With special appreciation to contributors for 10 years or longer
♥ Contributor to Giving Tuesday 2018
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THANKS TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS

September 1, 2018 - August 31, 2019

Patricia and David Renslow*
Rose Riceri*\v
Janet Richards*
Jackie and John Rickert
Jean and Tony Riggio*
Carole and John Riley*
Saundra and David Rinde*
Carolyn and Paul Rinetti*
Ruth Robinson
Katie and Rian Robison
Eileen Rodman
Clare Ronzani*
Diane and Dale Ross*
Joanne and Richard Rossi
Tina and Carl Rossi
Gerry Roy*\v
Sondra and Carl Rudy*
Carmen Rugnetta*
Sandra Ryan
Julianne Salveson*
Magda and Henry Sanchez*
Jeanette Sandberg*
Mary Cassidy Santana*
Linda and Douglas Sarver
Luann and Paul Sauer*
Ann and Jerry Sautler*
Zoe Rena and John Saunders*
Conchita and Robert Say*
Nancy and Mark Schaffer*
Mary Schmidl
Marian and William Schmidt*
Frank Schneider
Pat and Edward Schoenstein*
Marylou Schoone*
Joanne Schott*
Kathleen Schreiner
Vincentia Schroeter
Mary Schumacher*
Elaine and John Schuster*
Claudine Schwarz-Minton*
Mart a Schweitzer*
Arthur Schweitzer Jr.*
Judith Schwellenbach
Marie and David Scott
Dolores Seda*
George Seebey*
Sandra Sellinger*
Donna Serra*
Arthur Serpa*
Lynne and Charles Shafsky*
Linda and John Shea*
Mary Shearer
Gerri and Fred Sheppard
Cathy Sheridan
Dolores Siegfried*
Sheila Silva*
Diane and William Simon
Janet Simons*
Clement J. Simons
David Smith
Ellen Smith*
Brett W. Smith
Claudia and Sam Smith
Margaret Smith
Bernice Smith
Marjorie Smith*
Sally Smith*
Mary Eda Smith*
Lorraine and George Sousa*
Rozanne Southorn
Joellyn Spencer
Pamela Sroka*
Felicitas St. John*
R. James Staas
Marilyn and Don Starkey*
Diane and Emmet Steed*
Margaret Steel*
Betty and Charles Steffeck
Mary Jane and Herman Steinbruner*
Georgia Stern
Gloria Stewart*
Giovanna Stockman*
Deb Stoner and Carol Veen-
huyzen*
Michael Strangio
Gloria Sturgeon*
Priscilla A Sturm
Rita Sullivan*
Kathy and William Sullivan
Judith Sullivan
Miriam Swanson*
Patricia Sweeney
Margaret and James Sweeney*
Beverly and Douglas Takizawa
Mary and David Taormino*
Sandra and Harry Taylor*
Charles Territo
Kathleen Terry*
Marylyne and James Thompson*
Jonas and Robert Thompson***
Paula Thompson
Robert Titlow*
Norma Toole*
Silvana and Donald Torres
Barbara and Jim Tortorici*
Stephanie and Thomas Toschi
Diana and George Trebaol
Doris Trejo*
Fran and Mike Trevisan*
Constance Trewin*
Fernanda and Robert Trifilo
Moyra and Al Trigueliro*
Mary Jo Trusso
Theresa and John Ucovich*
Lucille Uldrick*\v
Karen Unger*
Barbara and Bruce Van Alstyne*
Betty and Pete Van den Hoek*
Bobby Vaughn
Mary Vega*
Christina Vela*
Patricia and Max Vella*
Claire and John Villa*
Bernadette and Ernest Von Emster
Lydia Wahab
Bernadette Wahle*\v
Phyllis Wallace*
Marilyn Wallace
Peter Waller
Patricia and Leo Walsh*
Dennis Walsh
Linda and Thomas Walsh
Robin and Jim Walther
Stefanie and H. R. Walther
Jeanette Watson*
Carla and Bob Webster*
Margaret and Art Wehr*
Tom and Debra Weinrich
Carol Ann Wenzel*
LaVonne West*
Bobby and John Whelan*
Barbara White
Joanne White*
Joanne Williams
Carole Williams*
Judith and Richard Williams*
Jolyne and Thomas Williams*
Rhoda Williams*
Maureen Wilson*
Denise and Charles Winkelstein
Margaret and Jeffrys Winton
Anna Wong*
Martha Wood*
Donna Woodcock*
Maureen Woods*
Irene Worley*
James Wylie
Virginia Young*
Eileen and Jeff Zanardi*
Patty and Sheli Zatkin*
Kris and Walter Zavoli*
Lorna Ziller
Maureen and Jonathan Zink*
Mary and Warren Zodrow*
Anita Zuniga

With special appreciation to contributors for 10 years or longer

Contributor to Giving Tuesday 2018

We appreciate the generosity of these foundations that have made significant grants to the Sisters of Notre Dame.

Harmon Foundation
Muller Family Foundation*
Gary and Kathleen Rogers Family Foundation*

Gifts In Kind
We are very grateful to the many friends who have contributed so generously of their time, assistance, professional services and material goods.

Teresa Anthony
Chenna Bonequi
Richard Braun
Don Carroll
Alex Choi, MD
Donohoe & Carroll
Memorials
Anne Hannigan
Carol Hong, MD
Margaret Keller
Jerry Muguolo

Parishes
With gratitude to these parish communities and to the Notre Dame Sisters and Associates who shared with them their enthusiasm for Notre Dame’s work in Africa and Latin America.

Our Lady of Perpetual Help, Daly City
St. Anthony Church, El Segundo
St. Euphrasia Church, Granada Hills
VISIONS
ANNUAL REPORT
SISTERS OF NOTRE DAME DE NAMUR
US EAST-WEST PROVINCE
1520 Ralston Avenue
Belmont, CA 94002

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Address Change? Know someone who would like to receive Visions?
Please help us save paper and postage by calling or emailing us with the corrected information. Thank you!
Sr. Ann Carmel Badalamente, SNDdeN
(650) 593-2045 x262
badalamente@sndden.org

Many Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur from across the country honor St. Julie by reaching out today to some of our most needy and vulnerable brothers and sisters. Joining with others at the U.S.–Mexico border, they offer a loving and welcoming presence, distribute clothing and supplies, care for children, prepare basic food and assist in various ways. Those Sisters bring with them care, compassion and financial support from those of us who can’t be there in person.

#GIVING TUESDAY

What better focus for our Giving Tuesday campaign this year than assisting immigrants and asylum-seekers at the border?!

Join us on December 3 to contribute online to this Notre Dame ‘Ministry at the Border’

St. Julie’s Spirit at the Border!

Many Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur from across the country honor St. Julie by reaching out today to some of our most needy and vulnerable brothers and sisters. Joining with others at the U.S.–Mexico border, they offer a loving and welcoming presence, distribute clothing and supplies, care for children, prepare basic food and assist in various ways. Those Sisters bring with them care, compassion and financial support from those of us who can’t be there in person.